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Standards 91039  91041

Part A: Commentary
This examination assesses candidates’ understanding of two Social Studies Achievement Standards.
With more schools teaching cross-curricular subjects, for example Social Studies, History, Sociology, it
is important that the intent of the Social Studies standards is followed, i.e. with an emphasis on ‘Social
Studies concepts’ and the Social Studies interpretation of ‘Points of View’.

Points of view continued to be problematic. Points of view are what people think about something (their
attitude towards an issue, an action or an event) A quote itself is not enough to show understanding.
Candidates should first identify the point of view and then describe exactly what the person / group thinks
about the issue, action or event. The quote is used as evidence to back up this explanation.” (Social
Studies Clarification Document)

Contrasting points of view are not specifically opposing. They can be similar but from different
perspectives.

Part B: Report on standards

91039:  Describe how cultures change
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• described the cultural change using specific evidence from the resources provided
• described the groups/individuals/society(ies) involved using specific evidence from the resources

provided
• described points of view about the change using specific evidence from the resources provided
• used relevant social studies concepts.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• misunderstood the cultural change
• did not identify or describe the groups / individuals / society(ies) involved using specific evidence

from the resources provided
• did not provide points of views from the resources provided
• provided points of views that were irrelevant
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• did not provide any processes related to the cultural change
• provided a paraphrased response without using any of the specific evidence from the resource

booklet
• provided a response that was a narrative or rote-learnt
• copied the resources from the resource booklet word for word without answering the question or

linking them to the tasks required
• did not use any social studies concepts
• did not respond to the tasks holistically.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• described in depth the processes that led to the cultural change, using specific evidence from the
resources provided

• described in depth contrasting points of view about the cultural change using specific evidence
from the resources provided.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• described comprehensively why the processes that led to the change were important for the
individuals/groups/society(ies) involved using specific evidence from the resources provided.

Standard specific comments

Either of the following may provide a scaffold for candidates to gain a successful result in this standard:

• responses that addressed the cultural change, by outlining all the parts of the task
• responses that answered the appropriate tasks holistically.

Social Studies concepts need to be incorporated into candidate responses rather than stand-alone
paragraphs.

91041:  Describe consequences of cultural change(s)
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• described the cultural change from the past to now, using relevant specific evidence, e.g. names,
dates, statistics, quotes

• described consequences with relevant specific evidence
• described points of view about the consequences of the cultural change
• applied relevant Social Studies concepts.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• chose a topic that was not a relevant (and contemporary) cultural change
• provided a description of the current situation without showing how and / or if a change had taken

place
• provided little or no specific evidence to support the claims made about the cultural change
• did not describe relevant consequences of the cultural change
• provided little or no specific evidence to support the claims made about the consequences
• did not describe points of view about the consequences of the cultural change
• described points of view on the cultural change
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• did not apply relevant Social Studies concepts.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• identified clearly specific named communities and related the consequences to these communities
• provided relevant specific evidence to support the description of each consequence, e.g. names,

dates, statistics, quotes
• provided contrasting points of view about each of the consequences
• applied relevant Social Studies concepts.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• described comprehensively shifts in practice or shifts in attitude that have occurred because of the
consequences identified

• identified clearly whether it was a shift in practice or attitude
• described comprehensively why the shift in practice and / or the shift in attitude they identified was

important for a clearly identified / named society
• used relevant and appropriate supporting evidence to support both the shifts and importance to

the society, e.g. names, dates, statistics, quotes
• incorporated relevant Social Studies concepts.

Standard specific comments

Using wording from the task in responses helped successful candidates provide a more structured
response and ensured all aspects of each of the tasks were covered.

Social Studies Concepts need to be evident in the description of the Cultural Change and not just stated
in the planning box. It is not sufficient to just rely on the words of the standard or task – change, culture,
society.

In Task C (Excellence); shifts in practice or attitude need to be specified as such and require supporting
evidence. Candidates need to show ‘big picture’ understanding of how the shift is important for an
identified society. Society is bigger than individuals or a community.
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